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Individual holders 

Peg hooks 

Nicolis Blocksi multi-positions peg hook  

Ref: APEHP03 (Direct from Nicolis APEHP17) 

Ultra-transparent polycarbonate peg hook 

holder, which can be adapted to mainly all kind of 

“T hook” until ø 6mm with a “T” length of 24mm 

(Distance between hooks 24mm). 

Multiple angles adjustment, position stays fixed. 

ESL is locked in the peg hook holder. Compatible 

with Continuum and SmartTagTM. Pack by 25 

 

Alternatives:  

Peg hook/wire holder 

Ref: 29155  

Peg hook holder or wire holder for ø 9 à 12mm 

in PVC. Distance between hooks 12mm. No 

angling management. Pack by 100

 

 

Peg hook/wire holder « cosmetic » APEHP09  

Ref: 29111 

Blocksi EEG holder with 2 angling positions. 

Perfect for 5mm to 9mm diameter wire. By 25 

 

Nicolis Blocksi peg hook short ”T” 

Ref: APEHP33 (Direct from Nicolis APEHP34) 

 

Same as APEHP03, but 

adapted to short 

length T hook » 15mm 

until 6mm diameter 

(distance between 

hooks 10mm). Pack by 25 

TIP � : 

By removing the 

APEHP03/33 locking 

system you can easily fix 

the Blocksi peg hook on 

ø 8-9 mm wire 

 

 

 

Peg hook/wire holder 

Ref: HL-EXPE-le0046  

Peg hook holder or wire holder for ø 4 to 9mm. 

with anti-sliding pin. No angling management. 

(Distance between hooks 8 mm) in PVC. 

Pack by 100 

 

 

 

 

 

APEHP03 APEHP33 
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Individual holders  

Adhesive Blocksi Holder APEHP10 

Ref: 29112 

Individual 3M adhesive ultra-

transparent polycarbonate holder, to fix 

on straight shelf-edge or metal plate. 

Pack by 25 

 

Individual holder for FreelineTM rail 

Ref: PEEG FREELINE 

Extruded Individual label-holder that 

inserts into the slots of FreelineTM in 

PVC transparent. 

FreelineTM patented fixing system 

allows to orientate label holders and 

guarantees optimal visibility of the price 

regardless of the height of the shelf. 

Dimensions: 33mm x 45mm 

Pack by 100 

 

 

 

 

Individual holder for SlimlineTM rail 

Ref: PHNF 

Extruded Individual label-holder to be fixed 

on SlimlineTM rail. In PVC. 

Lenght 46 mm or 68 mm 

It exists a holder with negative 30° angle to 

increase readability on upper shelves. 

For lower shelves a spacer can be put behind 

the holder to give it a positive angle. 

Pack by 500 

Negatif angle 30° 


